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COVID-19 Economic Impact Report
Development Application for 109-113 Robert Street and 469-471 Canning
Highway, Como WA 6152
The proposed development project as outlined in the development application for
the above site will provide for the following:Use

Area

Number of Units/Location

Early Learning Centre
Church/Community
Facilities
Heritage Chapel Space
Retail/Cafe

450 sqm
1,900 sqm

1 – Ground Floor (East)
Ground and Level 1 (West)

55 sqm
120 sqm
310 sqm
530 sqm
345 sqm
87 units
137 units
300 sqm
500 sqm
80 spaces
178 spaces
2,100 sqm

(West)
(East)
(West)
(West)
Level 2 (West)
(East)
(West)
(East)
(West)
(East)
(West)
Ground Plaza

Medical/Commercial
Wellness Centre
Apartments
Residential Community
Facilities
Parking
Public Open Space

The project specifically responds to the present COVID-19 crisis by providing a
significant economic stimulus which is ready to progress subject only to achieving a
planning approval and relevant building permits. This project was being planned
prior to the COVID-19 crisis to be progressed as quickly as possible to meet the
current needs of the Como Baptist Church to redevelop and enhance its church
facilities and programs. This is a current and pressing need. We understand the
church is keen to progress this project as soon as planning approval is achieved
and BFS together with it’s development arm, Baptist Development Australia Pty Ltd,
is actively supporting and sponsoring this project. This is a key national strategic
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initiative for BFS and BDA to help build and create better communities and this is a
very important project for us to progress in a timely manner.
Economic Outcomes
This project will provide a direct investment of $120M to the State of WA and
specifically the City of South Perth in the form of the proposed development
outlined in the development application which will be undertaken in 2 stages.
Stage 1 Stage 2 -

$36 Million - East, namely 469-471 Canning Highway, Como; and
$84 Million - West, namely 109-113 Robert Street, Como

This investment is significant with major direct economic and social benefits for the
local area and more broadly for Perth and the State of WA. Importantly the church
will remain on site and this development will help it to continue and to further
expand its community programs which should also reduce demand on government
social services.
The direct investment comprises construction costs and associated fit out,
consultant and professional services, furnishings and capital equipment,
government fees and charges and utility & infrastructure contributions. This will
result in direct jobs during design and the construction phases with current
expenditure on consultant services already exceeding $1M.
The flow on economic benefits relate to the creation of long-term permanent jobs
and the provision of facilities for ongoing viable businesses located in the
development, together with housing located close to Perth CBD, existing transport
and infrastructure. As such this project as a mix use development, has the ability
to create much broader and long-term economic benefits compared to most
traditional or standard residential developments.
Job Creation
Design & Construction Phase
 Stage 1 East - 150 direct jobs for the period of 18 months (with a
conservative 2x multiplier this is 300 indirect jobs).
 Stage 2 West - 350 direct jobs for a period of 24 months (with a
conservative 2 x multiplier this is 700 indirect jobs).
Operating Phase
 Stage 1 East - 20 FTE long term direct jobs (with a conservative 2x
multiplier this is 40 long term indirect jobs).
 Stage 2 West - 50 FTE long term direct jobs (with a conservative 2x
multiplier this is 100 long term indirect jobs).
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Public Benefits
This project delivers substantial public benefits as a community project aimed at
delivering direct local community benefits:
These public benefits include:1. A public plaza and open space (2,100 sqm) at a cost well exceeding $1M.
2. Retention of the original 1931 Hall/Chapel at an estimated cost between
$250,000 and $500,000.
3. Retention of heritage Tuart tree.
4. A significant public art strategy and expenditure of at least $500,000.
5. Providing public community spaces via church facilities that the community
can access and use.
6. Linking and responding to the key public infrastructure hub between bus &
rail. This provides for and helps facilitate the Cassey Street bus
interchange links and bus access to Canning Highway.
7. Significantly improved pedestrian access and linkages.
8. Addressing amenities and local services which are quite lacking in the
immediate locale.
9. Improved pedestrian covered pathways and colonnade on Canning
Highway.
10. Effective and tangible ESD outcomes.
Social Outcomes
These are hard to assess but building better community significantly reduces
many social issues helping to support better mental health and well being but also
making communities more livable. The church actively engages with the
disadvantaged, indigenous peoples, those with disabilities, children and seniors
and those who just need a friend. Building community helps reduce reliance on
other more structured forms of services and government interventions which are
generally costly to deliver.
Part of the objectives of this development is to make living easy, with more local
access to day to day needs reducing travel trips, enabling greater pedestrian
activation and reduced reliance on motor vehicles and enhances utilisation of both
bicycles and public transport. Overall, when amenities and services can be
accessed locally this also creates better connected community based on social
contact and people building a sense of belonging. This is important at addressing
well-being holistically.
It is important to consider social outcomes that cannot always be fully valued along
side pure economic outcomes.
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Shovel Ready
This project is shovel ready pending planning approval and completion of
construction documentation and building permits. Construction documentation
cannot be progressed until there is a final planning DA approval to avoid
significant abortive work and costly rework.
Once Planning DA approval is achieved then concurrently it is possible to progress
and finalise tender and construction documentation for stage 1 and to market
relevant apartments to obtain pre sales.
There is no set presale requirement for the project to proceed as:(a) BFS is able to fully fund the construction; and
(b) BFS and BDA are able to assist the church to hold completed apartments
and sell these according to market conditions. Rental returns remain
attractive with less than 1% rental vacancy rates.ie longer term funding is
possible as these represent very attractive assets to hold.
Nevertheless we will progress to sell an appropriate level of units according to
market demand.
Various components of the project will be retained by the Church and other
affiliated groups which include:(a) The ELC and some units held for affordable rental (at a minimum Level 1)
in the East Stage.
(b) The Church facilities, some commercial/retail space and some units for
affordable rental in the West Stage.
As the project has to be undertaken in stages for practical and logistical reasons to
maintain the ELC and church operations as a going concern, there are only 87
units being completed in the first phase of which less than 70 will be sold. Market
prices continue to improve with good demand anticipated – refer to PRD letter
attached re market interest.
This project directly addresses the lack of housing and rental accommodation
available where vacancy rates are currently less than 1%. Apart from units
retained by the church and affiliated organisations, it is projected that purchaser
will comprises 50% investors who will make units available for rental.
Project Funding
BFS has the full capacity to fund stage 1 without any presale requirement with
total assets exceeding $500M and current liquidity of well over $100M. BFS has a
long track record in funding church projects, including other development projects,
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which is part of BFS core operations and purpose. This project is not dependent
on bank funding or pre-conditions, although such funding could also be accessed.
BFS is supported by over 800 Baptist Churches across Australia, Australian
Baptist Ministries (the National body) and the WA State Baptist Association, know
as Baptist Churches WA.
Program Post DA Approval
Stage 1
Construction tender and marketing 6 months
This is determined by the period to obtain a building permit and engage the final
builder and is not dependent on pre sales or marketing period.
Construction 18 months
This is determined by the final builder’s program and will commence as soon as
the builder tender is finalised.
Stage 2
Construction tender and marketing 8 months
This can be concurrent with stage 1 construction.
Construction 24 months
This is determined by the final builders program.
Project & Site Constraints
All relevant site issues and constraints have been researched in detail with a full
consultant team and geotechnical investigations, detailed mapping of the Tuart
tree roots and detailed engineering input and QS project costing. Over $1M has
already spent on design, consultant and engineering input to ensure the project
can proceed in a timely manner.
The project issues have been identified and comprehensively researched.
Road Closure
An application has been submitted for the Road Closure of Robert Street access
to Canning Highway, which will be required in any event in the longer term for bus
access from Cassey Street to Canning Highway. The road closure application is
supported by traffic reports and we understand this is also supported by the
Council with no adverse community representations received. Whilst this will be
required to complete the public plaza, it is not required, and is not a necessary
step to commence construction or the completion and occupancy of stage1. It
therefore is not an impediment to commencement of stage 1 with an initial
investment of $36M.
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We are pleased to be supporting this significant investment and to be able to
provide significant public infrastructure to support both the local economy and
significantly improve local public amenity. We and the Como Baptist Church
remain keen to proceed with this project as soon as possible. We are happy to
respond to any specific questions as required.
Yours sincerely

David Slinn
Chief Executive Officer
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